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ESTIMATING THE CYCUCALITY OF MARGINAL COSTS DIRECTLY
Susanto Beau
Abstract. This paper studies the cyclical behavior of marginal costs by examining changes in a
constructed measure of total costs in response to changes in output. The main result Is that marginal
costs In U.S. manufacturing appear close to constant at annual frequency. This conclusion contrasts
with previous work that has found marginal costs to be strongly procyclical. The finding of non-
Increasing marginal cost is robust to considerations of various types of bias, and issues of cyclical
measurement error. The methodology of the paper is shown to be valid under different assumptions
about economic behavior such as labor hoarding, increasing marginal prices of inputs, and the existence
of fixed costs of production. The results do not support the hypothesis that marginal costs are constant
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Whether marginal costs of production increase with the quantity of output produced is an issue
whose resolution affects a number of questions of interest in modern macroeconomics. This paper
attempts to shed light on these issues by taking a direct approach to estimating the cyclicality of marginal
costs.
The slope of "the" marginal cost curve is a central issue in judging the plausibility of New
Keynesian models of output fluctuations that are based on the idea that small "menu costs" of changing
prices lead to nominal price rigidity. These models were based on the idea that small menu costs can
explain large business cycles (Mankiw, 1985); Akerlof and Yellen, 1985). But it quickly became clear
that if this result were to hold for non-negligible shocks firms must face marginal costs of production that
are close to constant. if producers face sharply Increasing marginal costs, either because of decreasing
retums to scale or because of quickly Increasing marginal disutility of labor, then the size of the output
change that will be tolerated before producers change prices is likely to be quite small (Ball and Romer,
1989; Blanchard and Fischer, 1989, ch. 8). On the other hand, if marginal costs are close to constant,
large output changes can plausibly be viewed as resulting from changes In aggregate demand - a
vindication of the theoretical plausibility of traditional Keynesian views about output fluctuations.
A second issue whose resolution would be influenced by determining the degree to which marginal
costs are procyclical is the behavior of inventories. As is well known, Inventory investment is extremely
volatile, often accounting for a high percentage of fluctuations in output. The volatility of Inventories is,
however, matched by economists' uncertainty about the determinants of inventory investment. The
traditional model of Inventories is that they are used to smooth production (Blinder, 1986) - a view that
is sensible only if production costs are strictly convex. If, on the other hand, costs of production are
either linear or nonconvex, the production smoothing model loses Its raison d'Glre, and models of
Inventory behavior based on avoidance of stock-outs (Kahn, 1987) or the usefulness of inventories as
factors of production (Ramey, 1989) must be invoked.
Finally, the cyclical behavior of marginal costs can shed light on the relevance of some
supergame-theoretic models of oligopolistic competition for macroeconomics. Rotemberg and Saloner
(1986) argue that supergame equilibria in oligopolistic Industries may require firms to have
countercyclical markups. 1 Rotemberg and Woodford (1991) expand on this idea and claim to find
evidence for countercyclical markups. However, Hal (1991) points out that their result depends on the
assumption that the elasticity of labor demand is known a priori. With a different identifying assumption,
Hall finds evidence of flat or negatively sloped marginal costs (and hence by Implication acyclical or
procyclical markups). I try to resolve this issue by arguing that one can directiy measure profits, one of
the variables that Rotemberg and Woodford treat as an unobservable. Given an estimate of profits, and
hence of total costs, I can then try to address the cyclicality of marginal cost from the cost side rather
than from the production side. Rotemberg and Woodford also assume that the production function has
constant returns to scale after an initial fixed cost. I do not impose a similar assumption on the data.
Clearly, if firms have increasing or decreasing retums In the variable parts of their production functions,
their marginal costs may be very different than if they had constant retums.
in this paper, I try to resolve these important issues by estimating the cyclical behavior of marginal
costs. The question of the cyclicality of marginal costs has, of course, been addressed previously. Two
notable efforts are the papers by Bils (1987) and Ramey (1991).
Bids argues that the legally mandated overtime premium of 50 percent of normal wages represents
a significant cost to employers of increasing labor hours, yet employers are observed to increase hours
in booms. Since cost minimization implies that marginal costs can be inferred from optimizing behavior
at any margin, Bits concludes that marginal costs increase sharply with output. However, Bils's
procedure is identified only if there are convex costs of changing employment, as well as hours. This
assumption is debatable: it is equally plausible to argue that processing employment applications
requires large fixed costs (a new section of the personnel department), but the marginal cost of
processing each application and each new employee is constant.
Ramey, estimating a structural model of output and inventory behavior, arrives at just the opposite
conclusion. Her result can be viewed as a careful examination of the well-known stylized fact that the
1 The intuition is that if markups are too high during a period when demand is also high, it
might be profitable for a firm to produce more output than the proposed equilibrium quantity.
if rates of discount are sufficiently high, firms might cheat even if they would be punished
(perhaps with a price war) In subsequent periods. So markups are countercyclical because
of the requirement that firms' behavior be individually rational in every period of a
supergame equilibrium.
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variance of production Is greater than the variance of sales. She allows for expected changes In costs of
labor and materials, a stockout-avoidance motive, and costs of acusting output. After controlling for cost
shocks by using instruments, Ramey concludes that there Is no production-smoothing Incentive in the six
Industries she studies. In fact, there seems to be an Incentive to bunch production, from which she
concludes that marginal costs must be declining In output. Ramey's estimation procedure does not alow
for fixed costs, however. It Is likely that some of her findings of decreasing marginal costs stem from
treating aN costs as variable; essentially, she forces the cost function through the origin, so her finding of
decreasing marginal cost may stem from a finding of decreasing average cost with constant marginal
costs.
This paper presents a third, much more direct, approach to estimating the cyclical behavior of
marginal costs. Essentially, I calculate an estimate of total costs and then examine the effect of changes
In output on changes In costs. The strength of this method is that the simplicity of the procedure allows
me to proceed with a minimum of auxiliary hypotheses. Also, since the methodology essentially Involves
constructing an estimate of marginal costs, I am then free to parametrize them as functions of any
variables that might seem reasonable. Unlike Ramey's work, I allow for fixed costs in production, and
model theproblems in estimating marginal costs that stem from the existence of fixed costs.
Viewed in this light, this paper is related to the literature in the Industrial organization literature on
estimating profit margins. In particular, It Is related to the papers by Domowitz, Hubbard, and Petersen
(1986a,1980b,1987) which study the behavior of price-cost margins. It is different from those papers,
however, because it focuses on the cycilcality rather than the level of costs. Domowitz et. aL. are
Interested In the level of profitability of firms in the industries they study. Their focus on the level rather
than the change of costs leads them to make some unpalatable assumptions. First, they assume that
marginal cost is equal to average cost. Bls (1987) demonstrated the potential dangers of this procedure.
Second, they assume that all payments to capital represent fixed costs and all payments to labor and
materials are variable costs. Obviously, It is unreasonable to consider al of capital as a fixed cost (which
would imply that the quantity of capital is independent of the level of output). Their procedure also fails to
aliow for the possibility of fixed costs from overhead labor or from advertising (which is counted as
materials usage).
The paper is structured In five sections, the first of which is this introduction. Section I discusses
the theory and empirical Implementation of the model. Issues that might present difficulties for the
econometric procedure employed are discussed In Section II. Section III examines the robustness of the
estimation method to altemative hypotheses about the economic environment. Section IV discusses the
data and estimation procedures employed. Section V presents the results. The last section offers some
concluding comments.
The theoretical framework for the estimation is very simple, Involving few behavioral assumptions.
It starts from the definition of economic profits for a firm i:
aqPIQi - VCi - FCI. (1)
Here Pi is the relative price of output In Industry 1, Qi is the output produced, VCi represents variable
costs, and FCI fixed costs. Clearly, if economic profits and fixed costs were observable, one could
simply calculate variable costs for any observed level of output. Changes in variable costs attributable to
changes In output would then yield an estimate of the marginal cost curve. As noted above, there is no
presumption in equation (1) that fixed (or variable) costs are associated with certain inputs and not with
others.
Noting that variable costs are Just the sum of marginal costs of production, we can rewrite equation
(1) as
01
P101 - jq - FC1 - JMC(xz) dx . (2)
Here marginal costs are assumed to be a function of output and of a shift factor, z, representing the level
of technology.
Taking differences of (2) over time gives the basic idea of the paper,
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0
d (Pi~i - xi) - d FCI = MC(Qi~z) dQi + az dx dz. (3)
Equation (3) just says that the change in total costs (total revenues minus profits) minus the change in
fixed cost, equals the marginal cost of production times the change in the quantity produced, plus the
change in variable costs resulting from changes in technology. This equation establishes the desired link
between the observables, revenues and profits, and the unobservable quantity of interest, marginal cost.
The terms representing changes in costs for reasons other than changes in quantity are nuisance
parameters that must be dealt with in the estimation.
It is clear from equation (3) that this procedure allows us to estimate directly the level of marginal
cost, rather than the slope of the marginal cost curve. But by parameterizing marginal cost as a function
of quantity produced, it is easy to find how marginal cost of production varies with quantity.
It will be convenient to do the estimation in logs. Rearranging the terms in equation (1) and
expressing them as log differences gives the following:
d in (PQi- - 1 - p0 d + d in (VI).(4)
The approximation in this expression comes from neglecting the cubic and higher order terms in the
Taylor expansion of ln(1+x). Abstracting from changes in technology, equation (4) shows that the growth
of total costs equals the change in the fixed to total cost ratio (multiplied by one minus that ratio) plus the
marginal cost of production multiplied by the change in quantity, now expressed as a fraction of total
variable cost.
Equation (4) will be the basis of all the estimation done in the paper. In order to implement it
econometrically, however, some economic and parametric assumptions are required.
First, a method must be devised to calculate economic profits. It is not difficult, following Hall and
Jorgenson (1967), Hall (1986a, 1990) and Caballero and Lyons (1990, 1991), to compute a series for the
user cost of capital, r. Total payments to capital are observable, as the residual of revenues after
payment of all other factors of production and taxes. Therefore, economic profits may be computed as
the total payments to capital net of the user cost of capital, which Is just rK.2
Unobservability of fixed costs is a greater problem. For the moment, we can assume that the ratio
of fixed to total costs Is well approximated by a constant. This assumption can be Justified by assuming
that the economy is on a long-run balanced growth path (hence fixed and total costs grow at the same
rate) and that shocks to the growth rate of fixed and total costs are identical. In this case, of course, the
change In the ratio of fixed to total costs is constant at zero. This assumption Is obviously a very strong
one; the consequences of relaxing it are examined below.
The other question Is how one should parameterize the cost function. In this paper. I assume that
the elasticity of marginal cost with respect to output is constant. This Implies that
a2C Q
W =M -- Y-1 (5)
where C(Q) Is the firm's cost function and y Is a parameter. Solving this equation for the Implied cost
function gives the conclusion that the cost function must be of the form
C(O) = B + AQY (8)
where A and B are constants with respect to Q. The parameter B will be Interpreted as a fixed cost. AQY
is the variable cost function.
We still have to take into account the fact that variable costs are influenced by factors other than
the quantity produced. The simplest parameterization of variable costs is that the cost of producing a
given level of output depends on the relative price of inputs, the quantity of output produced, a term
reflecting technological progress, and an error term which reflects shocks to technology;
VCi= exp(-o t) exp(i) Px,i Al Qi1i (7)
2 Using the Hall-Jorgenson procedure is not completely Innocuous. Required payments to
capital are computed by multiplying the requIred rate of retum by the current-dollar value of
the capital stock. Using the Hall-Jorgenson procedure requires one to assume that the
current value of the capital stock Is correctly calculated, i.e. that the current value is based
on the price that the capital stock would fetch in a perfect market for (potentially used)
capital goods. To the extent that this assumption Is not satisfied, one faces the problem
pointed out by Fisher and McGowan (1983) Inherent In trying to estimate economic rates of
profit from data on accounting profits and a book value of capital that is not necessarilyrelated to the economic value.
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Here a represents technological progress, which is presumed to lower variable costs for a given quantity
of output produced, and i represents technology shocks. Al is an industry-specific constant. Px,i is a
price Index of input costs for industry i. The parameter of interest Is r. r=1 implies that marginal costs
are constant In output in industry I. - > 1 implies increasing marginal costs, and r < 1 Implies
decreasing marginal costs. As noted above, (y-1) is the eastlclty of marginal cost with respect to output.
Taking differences of (7) and substituting Into (4) gives the estimating equation;
din (PIQi - a) -din (Px,i) = (cI -a) +,j dInQi + q . (8)
Here ci Is the constant reflecting changes In the ratio of fixed to variable costs in Industry I, and P Is the
error term that results from taking the difference of $. For purposes of estimation, it Is assumed that the
stochastic process followed by ala stationary, i.e., there Is at most one unit root In output.
11. Econometric Issues
A. Aggregation
The theory that has been developed is based on the behavior of a firm. The estimation, however,
will be done with Industry data. A relevant question, therefore, Is to ask how well this type of model
aggregates, and discover what relation the estimated parameters bear to the concepts that are of
economic interest.
The elementary theory of a perfectly competitive Industry makes clear that the long-run industry
supply curve need not bear a direct relation to firms' short-run marginal cost curves, where "long-run"
and "short-run" are defined relative to the length of time that Is needed for entry and exit to take place.
Suppose all firms have positive fixed costs and increasing marginal costs, so they have U-shaped
average cost curves and produce, in equilibrium, at minimum average cost. If the time period under
question is long enough to permit entry and exit and If the scale of the Industry does not affect firms'
costs, the Industry will appear to have constant marginal costs - as indeed it will, since it produces more
or less output by having a smaller or larger number of firms, each of which produces at the same
marginal cost. But the fact that the Industry has constant costs does not provide much information about
the slope of the firm-level marginal cost schedule - at the firm level, marginal costs may be
monotonically increasing in output.
So while the short-run supply schedule of a competitive industry (or cost schedule, which is what is
being estimated here) should Just replicate firms' marginal cost curves, this will not be true over any
horizon that allows for entry and exit. 3 Since the estimation here is done with annual data, it is
undoubtedly the case that the industry will not have a fixed number of plants over the length of a year.
How relevant is this problem for issues of economic interest? The answer must depend upon the
specific question, but one general issue that appears relevant is the seldom-made distinction between a
firm and a plant. To make matters concrete, suppose that the slope of the marginal cost curve is at issue
because one wants to judge the plausibility of menu-cost models of business cycles. In these models
the slope of the marginal cost curve Is relevant because, assuming a constant desired markup of price
over marginal cost, the loss of profit is directly related to the (square of the) change in marginal cost from
a change in output. What is relevant for this issue is the cost to a firm (an administrative unit) of
producing more output, not the cost to a plant (a productive unit) of producing more output. If a firm
faces an increased demand for its output because of sticky prices, it may well operate another plant and
produce the desired output at constant marginal cost, even though plant-level marginal costs are sharply
Increasing in output. So if one allows for the possibility of multiplant firms, the Industry-level marginal
cost curve may be a more relevant concept for the question at issue than the plant-level marginal cost
curve.
Nevertheless, the question of whether the estimates obtained using the procedure outlined above
reflect a large amount of entry and exit is an interesting one. Without access to higher frequency or more
disaggregated data, it is not possible to check whether entry and exit are relevant on time scales of less
than a year. However, it is possible to redo the estimation at lower than annual frequencies and see
whether the estimates change in a way that we would expect if changes in the number of plants have a
3 Ramey's (1989, 1991) claim of successful aggregation from firm level parameters to
Industry level data implicitly assumes a constant number of productive units (or at least a
number of firms that does not vary in a cyclical fashion).
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large Influence on marginal costs. From knowledge of behavior at frequencies of less than a year, It may
be possible to make some educated guesses about the Importance of entry over shorter time horizons.
dFC +11
and
= B + v
where ti and v are independent shocks with mean zero. It follows that
d(FC =1-
d C + VC)=a- .
(9a)
(9b)
So far, I have assumed that fixed costs happen to move In lockstep with variable costs. Obviously
this happy state of affairs Is unlikely. What are the consequences for the estimate of y when this
assumption Is not satisfied?
There are two consequences. Abstracting for the moment from changes In relative Input prices,
the methodology of this paper is essentially to construct an estimate of total costs and then to construct
an estimate of marginal costs by looking at the ratio of percent changes In total costs to percent changes
in output. What would Ideally be done, of course, is to obtain an estimate of variable cost, and then
calculate marginal cost by examining the change in variable costs from a unit change In output.
Substituting the first procedure for the second can result in either underestimating or overestimating the
extent to which variable costs change in response to a change In output
Suppose fixed costs were to increase at a time when output was increasing. Then the procedure
of the paper would attribute the entire change In costs to the Increase In output, thereby making it seem
that marginal costs are sharply Increasing. On the other hand, suppose output were to Increase without
an increase in fixed costs. Suppose that marginal costs are constant, so variable costs Increase one for
one with output. Then total costs will increase less than one for one, and the procedure here will report
that marginal costs appear to be failing - since costs seem to Increase less than one for one with output
- when marginal costs are in fact constant.
We can attempt to get an idea of the biases by modeling explicitly the growth of fixed and variable
costs. Suppose that the economy is on a balanced growth path where all variables - including fixed
and variable costs - grow at the same rate.4 Suppose also that there are Independent shocks to the
growth rate of fixed and variable costs. Then
4 If the growth rates of fixed and variable costs differ, then the ratio of fixed to variable
costs goes asymptotically to zero or Infinity. In either case, as demonstrated below, the
bias from unobservability of fixed costs goes to zero. So the assumption of a constant
average ratio of fixed to variable costs is a worst-case scenario.
(10)
The bias in the estimate of y therefore is proportional to the covariance between percent changes
In output and (i - v), with a constant of proportionality depending on the ratio of fixed to variable costs.
Recall from equation (4) that (i - v) is also multiplied by a series of terms that depend on the ratio of
fixed to variable costs.
From the model of variable costs presented in equation (5), the covariance of v with percent
changes in output is just y times the variance of changes in output. The covariance of changes in output
with shocks to the growth of fixed costs is harder to calculate. However, since the constant term of the
regression is equal to the mean over the sample period of (ii - v), minus ac, the rate of growth of
technological progress, it is possible to use the constant as a lower bound on the rate of growth of fixed
costs in excess of trend. In all the regressions the constant is found to be very small, but it is almost
always positive. It is certainly possible for the excess growth of fixed costs to be positive but negatively
covarying with output, but this sounds rather implausible. At worst, therefore, one would probably
assume that the covariance of shocks to the growth rate of fixed costs was uncorrelated with output
changes. 5 .8
It Is clear, however, that shocks to the growth of variable costs create a negative bias in the
estimate of y. From the discussion above, it follows that
5 If one thinks of fixed costs as being literally independent of the level of output at all times,
then the covariance must be zero.
o Even If fixed costs at the firm level are uncorrelated with output changes, fixed costs at
the industry level will be positively correlated with changes in output. The reason Is that,
with procyclical entry, the total of industry fixed costs wll increase when output Increases.
Therefore, the formula for the bias derived below, which is done under the assumption that
the covariance of fixed costs with output Is zero, should be Interpreted as giving an upper
bound for the true bias.
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p~l~ .( (i-+k,:) (2+vc~+Fcvc)) (11)
where f Is the estimated y. From this formula, it appears that the maximum bias occurs when fixed
costs are Just equal to variable costs, and is approximately 12.5 percent. Extending the Taylor
approximation of in(1+x) to the fifth term gives an upper limit to the bias of about 17 percent.
7 The actual
size of the bias expected depends on one's estimate of the average ratio of fixed to variable costs in
manufacturing.
One way to examine this Issue is to decide on plausible figures for the average markup and the
average rate of pure profit (as a percentage of sales) In U.S. manufacturing. The average rate of pure
profit is widely held to be low, perhaps even zero. The profit figures calculated here support that
assertion. If profits are close to zero, but prices exceed marginal cost on average, then the revenue in
excess of variable costs must be consumed by fixed costs. To put it another way, if the rate of profit is
zero, then the ratio of fixed to average costs must be given by (p*-1).wherep* is the markup on average
variable costs. The high bias case corresponds to p* = 2 with an assumption of zero profits.
Domowitz, Hubbard, and Petersen (1988) used highly disaggregated panel data on four-digit S.I.C.
manufacturing industries and estimated the markup of price on marginal cost to be about 16.8 Their
figures are more appropriate than the ones obtained by Hall (1986b, 1988), since Domowitz et. al. use
gross output data, asIs done here, rather than following Hall and using value-added. Assuming that the
rate of profit is zero, a markup of 1.8 implies that the estimated y would be biased down by 17 percent
(very close to the maximum bias). Assuming that the rate of profit is 10 percent, the bias Is reduced to
16 percent. So changes in the assumed rate of profit, over a realistic range, do not greatly change the
expected bias. On the other hand, changes in the average markup do have a large effect. Assuming an
7 Since the expansion of In(1+x) is an alternating convergent series for x<1, it follows that
taking the expansion to a last term that is positive term leaves a net negative remainder.
The fifth term of the expansion is positive.
8 If there are no fixed costs, then using the markup on marginal cost In place of the markup
on average cost overstates the bias if marginal costs are falling In output and understates it
If marginal costs are rising in output
average markup of 1.1 (what Rotemberg and Woodford, 1991, term their extremely conservative" case),
the expected bias is about 8 percent, even assuming zero profits.
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A low estimate of the markup (on the order of 1.1) may be the correct one, however. The
procedure used by Hall and Domowltz et. al. assumed that firms have constant retums to scale. A
methodology developed by Caballero and Lyons (1990,1991) estimates the degree of Intemal retums to
scale, and finds it smaller than one. Using their estimate of the intemal returns to scale and an estimate
of the rate of profit, one can derive a figure for the average markup. Hal (1988b) calculates the average
profit of U.S. manufacturing to be about 12 percent. Based on these figures, estimates of the markup are
uniformly lower than 1.1, implying that fixed costs (and thus the bias from ignoring them) must be very
smai. 10,11
C. Pure User Cost of Capital
The method I use to obtain an estimate of total costs is to decompose payments to capital into the
rental cost of capital and pure profit, and then to subtract profits from total revenues. When calculating
the rental cost of capital, I assume is that the pure user cost of capital Is zero - that is, that capital
depreciates strictly as a function of time, and not as a function of use. To the extent that this assumption
is false, the model Is not correctly specified. This misspecification does not pose as many problems as
the unobservability of fixed costs, however. The reason is that the omitted variable is now changes in
the ratio of user cost of capital to total cost Since both the numerator and the denominator change In
the same direction in response to changes In output, the change in their ratio is likely to be smal. In fact,
as this discussion makes clear, even the sign of the bias that results from ignoring pure user costs of
capital is not theoretically determinate.
9 The bias figures are al based on taking the Taylor approximation to the fifth term. Thus,
in each case, they represent an upper bound.10 Basu and Femald (1991) repeat Caballero and Lyons's tests with gross output data and
find much the same results. In fact, the problem with these estimates of p is that many of
them are too low. For some of the results, both papers find that p is less than one, which is
incompatible with (monopolistic) profit maximization.
11 As wil be seen below, the results of the estimation here imply that firms may have
Increasing return to scale. But for plausible magnitudes of the degree of retuns to scale,
and the low profit figures obtained here, the markup wl still be low. Bls (1991) finds
returns to scale on the order of 1.15. With zero average profits, this implies that p* is also
1.15, not far from the figure of 1.1 suggested here.
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For simple models of the pure user cost of capital, the expected bias Is generally not very large.
Suppose capital depreciates exponentially over time and In relation to Intensity of use, so that at each
Instant of time the rate of depreciation is
80 +81 (12)
In that case, the bias from Ignoring the depreciation In relation to use is
- 81 T (1 -y1 V+FC (13)
where T Is a term reflecting tax adjustments to the required rate of retum on capital and Is approximately
equal to one.12
As discussed In the previous section, there are good reasons for believing that the ratio of variable
to total costs Is close to 1. Therefore, unless 81 is large, the bias Is likely to be small, unless y is very
different from one. But it Is unlikely that pure user cost Is an Important component of depreciation (that
is, 81 seems to be small). Hulten and Wykoff (1981) examined the age-price profiles of a variety of types
of capital goods and concluded that the exponential decay assumption very closely fit the data. So
deviations from constant exponential depreciation, If they exist, are not very large. Bils (191) estimates
from an examination of used car prices that a maximum of one third of depredation results from use.
Given that total depreciation averages 0.13 per year, this suggests that 81 Is quite small.
D. Expected Capital Gains and Adjustment Coats
As will be seen below, the computed rate of retum to capital, which Is subtracted from the total of
payments to capital to yield an estimate of economic profits, does not include a term for expected capital
gains. Any bias in the estimate of y resulting from omitting capital gains should be positive, however.
Capital gains are strongly procyclical, so it Is reasonable to assume that expected capital gains are also
procyclical. In that case, neglecting to subtract a term reflecting expected capital gains will lead one to
12 This expression assumes that the covariance between changes In the growth rate of
output andshocks to the growth rate of fixed costsis zero. Under the assumption that the
growth of fixed costs is perfectly positively correlated with output growth, the term in
parentheses would be (1-Y).
conclude that profits are less procyclical than they in fact are, and thus to conclude that total costs are
more procyclical than is actually the case.
The Hall-Jorgenson formula for the required rate of retum to capital Is computed under the
assumption that the capital stock can be adjusted costlessly. A series of papers deriving microeconomic
foundations for Tobin's (1969) "q" theory of investment have assumed that adjustment costs are positive
and convex. If the adjustment costs are modeled as proportional to the ratio of Investment to the capital
stock (as in Blanchard and Fischer, 1989, ch. 2), then the required rate of retum to capital is less than
that predicted by the Hall-Jorgenson formula. The difference comes from the fact that an Investment in
an additional unit of capital increases the size of the capital stock and, cetreds parbu, lowers future
costs of investment. 13 Since the investment/capital ratio Ia strongly procyclical, neglecting the
adjustment-cost-savings term leads to the same type of bias as ignoring capital gains. In both cases,
assuming increasing marginal costs to be the nuN hypothesis, ignoring expected capital gains and costs
of adjustment work against rejecting the null.
III. Different Assumptions about Variable Costs
The model presented in Section I may seem very special, but it is applicable under quite general
circumstances. This section investigates the robustness of the model to several common assumptions
about the behavior of firms over the business cycle. In some cases minor modifications to equation (8)
have to be made, but these tum out to be straightforward to accommodate within the basic framework of
this approach.
A. Labor Hoarding
Suppose that industry I is characterized by complete labor hoarding and (for simplicity) assume
that labor Is Its only Input in production. In this case, the industry has only fixed costs and a marginal
cost of production of zero. Would estimation of equation (8) give these results? In particular, this might
13 This effect is not present in a model where the cost of adjustment is solely a function of
the absolute size of investment, as in Abel (1981).
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seem to be a problem since by taking wages as part of the input cost index, it may appear that labor is
forced to be a variable factor.
Labor hoarcing does not cause problems for the econometric procedure employed here, however.
As long as there are no changes in wages, treating labor as a fixed input Implies that changes in revenue
translate one for one into Increases in profits. But since the first term on the left hand side of (8) takes
the difference of revenues minus profits, there would be no change in the dependent variable from an
increase in output If there are changes in wages, the first term on the left hand side will be different from
zero - changes in revenues will not equal changes in profits. But the second term will adjust for the fact
that all of the difference in revenues minus profits is due to the change in wages, rather than any
increase In the use of inputs resulting from the higher level of output. So once again the dependent
variable will take on the value of zero. Therefore, one would expect that any error-minimizing
econometric procedure would set the estimate of y to zero, which is the correct result for an industry that
always has a marginal cost of zero.
B. Increasing Marginal input Prices
As noted above, Bile (1987) based his inference of sharply increasing marginal costs on the fact
that manufacturing industries are legally required to paya 50 percent overtime premium to workers who
work more than full time. He observed that, despite the premium, many industries still make use of
considerable overtime labor during booms. Since using overtime is presumed to be very expensive, but
such an action was taken by firms that, by assumption, are minimizing costs, Bile concluded that the
marginal cost curve must be steep. Bile stressed that although straight time wages are only mildly
procyclical, or even acycilcal, the marginal wage facing manufacturers Is sharply increasing due to the
overtime premium.
To accommodate Bils's insight, it is necessary to allow for the fact that the cost of labor (or, more
generally, all inputs) might be increasing faster than would be predicted simply by the observed input
price index. Hence, the correct parametrization of variable costs is
VCi = exp(-a t) exp(i,t) Px,I [1+ Qii] Al QiVI (14)
The term multiplying Px,l ,1+ Q0, represents the fact that increasing output may increase the marginal
cost of inputs to an extent greater than Is captured by the input price index. If labor were the only input to
production, then Px,l would be the straight wage and 1+010 the marginal wage schedule. The marginal
wage schedule would be a function of the overtime premium and the percentage of workers who must
take overtime in response to a given increase In output. Even allowing for the Bils correction, however,
the estimating equation is essentially unchanged. Based on the cost function (7), the new equation is
din (PiQI-x)-din (Px,)=(q-a)+(Ol+ yi)dlnQi+q (15)
Now the coefficient on dlnQi represents not only a technological fact - whether a one percent change in
output demands more or less than a one percent change In inputs - but also reflects the fact that an
increase in output requires an increase In the marginal cost of inputs. The sum of these two effects is,
however, correctly regarded as being a true measure of marginal costs. The marginal cost facing a firm
that contemplates an increase in output reflects both the percent change in inputs required to effect a
one percent change in output and the fact that an increase in output will require paying higher input
prices for the marginal inputs used.
C. Do Prices Reflect Costs?
A number of authors have argued that markets for inputs such as intermediate manufactured
goods are characterized by long-term relationships between buyers and sellers. These markets may
clear along several dimensions (quality, time to delivery, etc.), of which price is only one. Evidence for
this hypothesis is provided by the fact that delivery lags in manufacturing are strongly procyclical
(Carlton, 1987), and by the fact that industries that are more likely to be in long-term relationships with
buyers have smaller price changes and larger quantity changes in response to demand shocks
(Bradburd and Caves, 1987). Bradburd and Caves argue that In relationships characterized by long-term
arrangements, the observed spot prices are not necessarily the Implicit transactions prices specified by
the long-term contract.
This point is, of course, a familiar one in the context of payments to labor and the debate over
whether the observed real wage is ailocative. Hall (1980) critiqued the Keynesian "sticky nominal wage"
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iterature of the 1970s by arguing that reasonable employers and workers In a long-term relationship
should avoid deadweight losses from unnecessary output fluctuations. With observable nominal shocks,
or in a world where real shocks are not important, the employment contract should specify a constant
level of hours worked, with spot wages an Installment payment on the long-term wage bill.
The arguments of both the industrial organization iterature and the long-term labor contracting
literature present problems for estimating changes in marginal cost with respect to output. 14 The
problem seems less acute insofar as it pertains to intermediate inputs. The evidence of Bradburd and
Caves is consistent with the Interpretation that suppliers compete with each other on the basis of factors
other than price, and one of these factors Is the ability to increase supply to the downstream Industry
when It experiences a change In demand. So while suppliers of inputs may be in long-term agreements
with their customers, this does not imply that the customers perceive the real cost of their inputs to be
anything other than the prices they pay. 15,16
There is strong evidence that matters are different when It comes to labor. Recently Trejo (1991)
examined the issue of the required overtime premium that Bis relies upon to show that the marginal
wage is procyclical. Trejo asked whether the required overtime payments are allocative, i.e. whether
they increase total wage payments or whether they simply reduce the straight wage while leaving the
wage bi unaffected. He found using one method that approximately one half of the overtime premium is
offset through changes in the straight wage. Another method implied that the offset is in fact complete.
He concluded that the offset is substantial, though not necessarily complete.
The method used here Is lessvulnerable to Trejo's criticism than Is Bile's. Bile's method Is Invalid if
changes in the wage from overtime payments do not reflect changing labor costs. The evidence
presented by Trejo is that the wage is adjusted downward to compensate for the required 50 percent
premium on a week-to-week basis. But f the adjustment to the straight wage takes place over a period
14 it should be noted that these problems are not unique to the present paper. The
estimation done by both Bils (1987) and Ramey (1991) use prices of labor and other inputs
as measures of true costs.
15 it may be the case, of course, that one party or the other has to pay a premium for
engaging in this stable relationship.
10 An independent problem is that reported intermediate input prices are not always the
true transactions prices. Stigler and Kindahl (1970) document the existence of differences
between the indices of quoted prices as compiled by the BLS and actual transaction prices.
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of time of less than one year, the annual wage bill should be substantially unaffected. This Is aN that is
required for the methodology of this paper to be correct. But, in principle, one could have very long-term
Implicit contracts where the wages paid average to the true cost of labor over a period of years rather
than weeks. If that were the case, long-term contracts would present a problem for measuring the true
cost of labor Input.
D. Productive Externalities from Aggregate Activity
A substantial volume of theoretical work has suggested that there may be external economies in
production. 17 That Is to say, an Increase In the aggregate level of output may lead to an increase in
productivity of Individual firms or Industries. Some evidence that this effect is empirically large In both U.
S. and European manufacturing has been presented by Caballero and Lyons (1990, 1991). If it Is the
case that changes in aggregate output affect sectoral productivity, then a model that assumes marginal
costs are only a function of own output is misspecifled. Suppose the true model is
din(PiQi-iq)-din(Px,i)=(ci-c)+ dlnQi+xdlnQ+q, (16)
where d InQ is the percent change in aggregate output. Suppose, however, that Instead of estimating
equation (16), we estimate equation (8). Given that previous work leads us to expect that K is negative
(an increase in aggregate output lowers sectoral costs) and the correlation between sectoral and
aggregate output Is certainly positive, standard omitted variable bias reasons would lead us to expect
that the estimates of y obtained by estimating equation (8) would be biased downward.
Actually, given that the true model is (16), the estimate of Y from (8) Is a useful quantity. It
measures the increase in costs from a one percent increase In sectoral output, conditional on the fact
that aggregate output increases by the average correlation between aggregate and sectoral output. If
one is Interested In the cyclicality of marginal costs, this parameter may be the relevant one. For
example, If a firm is debating whether it should smooth production by building up Inventories in a
recession, it will certainly take into account the existence of external economies, which might make
production cheaper in a boom. But it would be desirable to disentangle the two effects econometricafly.
17 For a survey, see Cooper and John (1988).
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There Is, however, another well-known effect which would mitigate the cost savings of external
economies. This is simply the effect of tight markets on Input costs In ways that are not measured by
observed prices (cf. the discussion in the previous section). These effects may operate by Increasing the
effective price of Inputs - for example, the same wages paid to lower quality labor hired In a boom
would represent an Increase In the cost of labor services. In this case, the complete parametrization of
variable costs would be
VCi= exp(-aq t) exp($,t) Px,I [1+ Qieil Al 0141 QNjA Q. (17)
where 4 reflects the cost-raising effects of tight markets. Just as In the model without external effects
but with overtime payments, the correct estimating equation Is still given by (16). But again, it is
Impossible to disentangle the productive effects of aggregate output from the opposite effect produced by
tight markets. One possibility is to try and capture the pecuniary extemality coming from tight markets by
using a variable that directly captures this effect. One candidate Is labor market tightness, as
represented by one minus the unemployment rate.18 This suggests a third estimating equation:
din (PlQi- )-din (Px,)=(q-cla)+1 dinQi+gdInQ+)4dIn (1-u)+q (18)
IV. Data and Estimation
A. Data
The data for this paper consist of annual figures on U.S. 2-digit manufacturing industries from 1953
to 1985. The data were collected by Jorgenson, Gollop, and Fraumeni (1987) and are extensively
described In their book. Data used Include gross output, payments to the four factors of production
(capital, labor, energy, and materials), the prices of the inputs, total revenues, and estimates of the
current value of the capital stock by industry.
18 The relevance of this variable is suggested by the work of Beaudry and DiNardo (1991).Alsince they work with Individual data, they suggest one minus the minimumun e trate that has been observed since the worker took his current job. This
variable is suggested by an implicit contracting model with costiess worker mobility.
Two price series had to be constructed to perform the estimation. The first is the user cost of
capital, rk, for each type of capital k. Following the references cited above, this was constructed so that
rk = (p+k) (19)
Here p is the real Interest rate, k the rate of depreciation of each type of capital k, c the Investment tax
credit, c the corporate tax rate, and d the present value of depreciation allowances. Unlike the work of
Hall (1986a,b; 1990) and Caballero and Lyons (1990,1991), the required rate of return is calculated for
each type of capital separately. The Jorgenson et. al. data reports separate figures for 55 different types
of capital, each with its own rate of depreciation. The user cost of capital in an Industry Is calculated as
the product of the current value of each type of capital multiplied by its own required rate of return,
rkPkKk. Again following previous work, p was taken to be the dividend yield on the S&P 500, and data
on c, t, and d were obtained from Alan Auerbach. As noted above, expected capital gains and future
adjustment cost savings were not incorporated Into the constructed required rate..
The other price series to be constructed was the Input price Index for each sector, Px,i. The first
step In constructing the Index was to construct cost shares for each of the four inputs. The cost shares
differ from the usual revenue shares In that the cost of each type of capital is taken to be rkPkKk, where
Pk is the specific deflator for the type of capital k constructed by Jorgenson et. al. Having constructed
the cost shares, the input price Index was created as a Divisia Index from the prices of the four Inputs,
where the weights were the cost shares. The price of capital is taken to be its rental cost.
Finally, since the equations had to be estimated by instrumental variables, different sets of
Instruments were obtained. The first set are those used by Ramey (1989, 1991) and Hall (1988, 1990).
They are the rate of change of national defense spending, the percent change In the world price of crude
oil, and a dummy variable that Indicates the party of the president In office. A second instrument is
simply the rate of growth of aggregate output. A third follows Barro (1977, 1978) In constructing a series
of residuals from a money (M1) growth equation. These residuals are taken to represent unanticipated
money growth and are then used as Instruments.
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B. Estimation
Equations (8), (16), and (18) are estimated with the three sets of instruments described above.
Instrumental variables estimation is clearly required, since the quantity of output produced is expected to
be (negatively) correlated with the error term, which represents shocks to the cost function. The
identifying assumption for the second instrument (changes in total output) is that there are no aggregate
shocks to technology, i.e. that there are no "real business cycles" at the economy-wide level. This
instrument, and a defense of the assumptions implicit in its use, are found in Hall (1986b).
Estimations are done using panel data on two-digit manufacturing industries using Three-Stage
Least Squares (3SLS). This estimation technique allows for a free contemporaneous covariance matrix
of the disturbance terms from the different industry equations, which is then adjusted to produce
heteroscedasticity-robust standard errors. Estimation of the system of equations is done both with and
without imposing the assumption that some of the key parameters are equal across industries. (in the
case that the slope parameters are free to vary, the estimation technique becomes SUR.) Tests of these
overidentifying restrictions are reported in the next section. The sample period for all the regressions is
1953 to 1985.
V. Results
Equations (8), (16), and (18) were estimated as systems, both with and without the constraint that
the parameters of interest (particularly y) are equal across industries. Table 1 gives the 3SLS results for
the constrained estimation, along with tests of the overidentifying restrictions. The point estimates and
standard errors are reported for each of the three sets of instruments described above. For comparison
purposes, SUR estimates (uninstrumented) are also reported. (All the regressions included industry-
specific constants, which have not been reported in the results.)
The results are remarkably similar for all three sets of instrumental variable estimates, and those
results to the SUR figures. The point estimates uniformly imply that a one percent increase in output
increases variable costs by about 0.8 to 0.9 percent - strong evidence that the marginal cost curve for
aggregate manufacturing does not increase rapidly with output. The parameters are also very precisely
estimated - the 95 percent confidence interval does not include large values of y, which would have
Implied sharply increasing marginal costs.
Table 2 presents the same results with a correction for the bias that would result from different
assumptions about the profit rate and the size of the markup, assuming that the covariance of changes in
fixed costs with the growth rate of output is zero. All of the biases are upper bounds for the possible
bias, obtained by taking a fifth-order Taylor expansion. This conservative procedure results in a
maximum value for y of 1.02. An estimate of the markup on the order of 1.1 seems most reasonable
because it is derived from the results of Caballero and Lyons (1989a,b), who allowed for the possibility of
non-constant returns to scale. A markup of 1.1 implies a y of 0.94, which in tum implies that marginal
costs curve fall somewhat as output increases.19
An estimate of y very close to one is encouraging because of its congruence with other results
derived from inventory data. Kahn (1991a) notes that an empirical examination of inventory data implies
that stockout-avoidance is a large part of the motivation for holding inventories (Kahn, 1987). By
simulating a model with both stockout-avoldance and production smoothing motives for holding
Inventories, he concludes that unless marginal costs are very ciose to constant, production-smoothing (or
production-bunching) motives would swamp stockout-avoidance in the data. He concludes, therefore,
that marginal costs must be very close to constant in order to mimic the stylized facts in the data:
stockout-avoidance, and a variance of production that is larger than the variance of sales. 20 Kahn's
results are also somewhat at odds with Ramey's (1991) findings that marginal costs are strongly
negatively sloped.
Although the overidentifying restriction that y is constant across industries is never rejected, it is
instructive to look at individual industry estimates of y. Accordingly, Table 3 presents results that relax
19 Calculations indicate that the estimated standard errors are positively biased if the
estimated y is biased down. Therefore the confidence intervals around the blas-corrected
estimates of y are even smaller than the reported standard errors in Table 1 would indicate.
20 One caveat is that a large variance of temporary cost shocks could overtum this result
(cost shocks that are expected to be very persistent should not much change the variance
of production relative to sales). Kahn (1991b) does not find support for the hypothesis that
cost shocks are a major driving force in inventory investment.
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the assumption that the slope coefficient Is equal across industries. 21 The results Indicate that a number
of industries have very negatively sloped marginal costs - the lowest point estimate is uniformly that for
food, while some have sharply increasing marginal costs, though there is no uniformity as to which
industry has the fastest Increasing costs. Point estimates from different sets of instruments are generally
fairly close. The major exception is the tobacco industry, which according to the first set of instruments
has very negatively sloped marginal cost, but according to the the second and third has sharply
increasing costs. The coefficients that are estimated with small standard errors are uniformly quite
reasonable In magnitude. The auto industry, which is often held to have strongly increasing returns,
does not appear to have quickly failing marginal costs. But the Intuition for Increasing retums in the auto
industry probably comes from large fixed costs rather than falling marginal costs. Nothing in these
results contradicts that view.
It Is interesting to compare the Industry-specific estimates obtained in Table 3 with Ramey's
results. For comparison purposes, it Is best to use the first set of instruments (defense spending, etc.),
since these are the same as Ramey's. Ramey estimates the slope of marginal costs for seven of the
two-digit Industries covered here. In four cases her estimates are significant at the five percent level.
The ranking of these four industries, from most negatively sloped marginal cost to least, is: autos,
tobacco, apparel, and rubber. A similar ranking can be constructed for the industries here. Ordering the
industries by the same criterion gives: tobacco, autos, rubber, and apparel. In both Ramey's results and
the ones here, the estimates for rubber and apparel are very close, so one can consider them virtually
identical. The major difference between Ramey's rankings and the ones in Table 3 Is the switching of the
order of tobacco and autos (though in both estimations, the 95 percent confidence Intervals for the slope
coefficients overlap). Additionaily, both sets of results Indicate that food is the industry with the most
negatively sloped marginal costs (though both estimates have large standard errors).
This general congruence of rankings from two very different estimation techniques is reassuring.
However, as noted previously, the magnitudes of the two sets of estimates are quite different. Ramey
finds strongly negatively sloped marginal costs for all seven Industries. The estimates In Table 3 Indicate
21 The 21 equations are stN estimated as a system, however, not equation by equation.
that two of those industries, rubber and apparel, have increasing marginal costs. Why it is that Ramey's
results and the ones here broadly agree as to the ranking of industries by slope of marginal cost, but
disagree substantially as to the magnitude of the slope Is an open question. One possbility is that
omitting any treatment of capital gains in the required rate of retum series, which was shown above to
lead to a positive bias In the estimated elasticity, is in fact very significant.
The importance of aggregation and the issue of entry is explored by using three-year differences.
The intuition is that if entry is important for the results that have been reported so far, redoing the
estimation using longer time differences to allow for more entry should yield smaller estimates of y. This
intuition receives some support from the results reported in Table 4, which repeats the estimation of
Table I for three-year differences. The point estimates from the instrumented regressions are generally
somewhat smaller, though not spectacularly so. Interestingly, the point estimate from the SUR
regression is much smaller than before, perhaps indicating the greater importance of cost shocks for
output movements over long horizons.
It is possible, of course, that entry and exit take place mostly over a period of less than one year.
This hypothesis receives some support from the preliminary results of Bresnahan and Ramey (1991).
They find that in the U.S. automobile industry, plant closings and openings are one of the primary means
of varying productive capacity. These take place over a time horizon of weeks or months. On average,
a plant is closed for an entire week every two months for reasons not related to holidays. If this time
horizon for entry Is general, it provides a means of reconciling the results here with those of Beaulieu,
Mackle-Mason, and Miron (1901). They find costs to be quite convex at seasonal frequencies. if entry
and exit (in the sense of changes in the number of operating plants) take place at intra-annual but inter-
seasonal frequencies, then much of the disparity can be resolved. The correct slope of marginal costs
then depends on the time horizon In question; over business cycle frequencies, the slope from annual
data is probably more appropriate. The entry-exit hypothesis does not, however, resolve the difference
between the results obtained here and those of Ramey (1991), who uses monthly data.
The regressions of equation (16), which estimate Y while controlling for changes in aggregate
output, give results very similar to those derived without incorporating aggregate output effects. These
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estimates of y are found In Table 5, and are very similar to the estimates in the first line of Table 1 which
were estimated without controlling for aggregate output changes. With the first two sets of instruments,
the aggregate output coefficient is negative, as expected, but very small and statistically insignificant.
Only with the unanticipated money instrument is the coefficient economically and statistically significant.
Again, the estimates are obtained with a high degree of precision.
Both results - constant or diminishing marginal costs and insignificant external effects - are
somewhat at odds with the findings of Caballero and Lyons (1990,1991). They find that two-digit
manufacturing Industries have decreasing retums to scale to their own inputs, but have positive and very
significant increases in productivity from increases in aggregate output. The results are much more
consistent with those obtained by Basu and Fernald (1992). Their results also give a similar view of U.S.
manufacturing: marginal costs and returns to scale appear to be more or less constant. External effects
from aggregate output may or may not be statistically different from zero, but the point estimates are very
small. All told, the results support a standard view of U.S. industry, at least at the two digit level, with the
exception that marginal costs are found to be roughly constant.
When the extemality parameter is allowed to vary by industry, many of the coefficients are
negative and significant, as would be predicted by the previous work.22 On the other hand, for some
industries the estimates are positive and strongly significant, and for most' industries with most
Instruments the results are Insignificant. Examining the individual industry results does not shed much
light on the puzzle posed by the pooled manufacturing estimates.
On the other hand, the results are quite consistent with the findings of Bils (1991) and the
engineering studies he cites. They find retums to scale that are mildly increasing, as one would predict if
these industries had relatively small fixed costs and constant or slightly declining marginal costs.
The last set of regressions to be estimated are those based on equation (18). This equation
attempts to separate the productive effects of output extemalities from the cost-raising effects of tight
markets. The effect of tight markets is proxied for by one minus the unemployment rate. Results for this
estimation are reported in Table 6. In all cases the output externality is estimated as large and
22 The restriction that the externality parameter is equal across industries is not rejected,
so these results have not been reported here.
productive, while the effect of tight markets Is to raise costs. These results must be regarded with
caution, since the failure of unemployment to comove with output over the sample period may be due to
long-term changes in the labor force that took place in the 70s rather than to cyclical phenomena.
Nevertheless, when the estimation is repeated with pre-1970 and post-1970 dummies, the results do not
change significantly. So even though the results are by no means conclusive, they suggest that the
small net externality found in the estimations of Table 5 is composed of a large productive external effect
that is almost completely offset by a large, cost-raising, tight-markets effect.
VI. Conclusion
This paper has examined the cyclical behavior of marginal costs by examining changes in a
constructed measure of total costs in response to changes in output. Marginal costs in U.S.
manufacturing appear close to constant at annual frequency. This conclusion is robust to considerations
of various types of bias and different assumptions about economic behavior, such as labor hoarding and
increasing marginal prices of inputs. The results, in conjunction with previous work, provide weak
support for the proposition that changes In the number of plants helps keep marginal costs constant.
The data do not support the hypothesis of large productive spillovers in manufacturing that are external
at the two-digit level.
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Table 1; Economy-Wide Estimate of Changes In Cost as a Function of Output
Estimatedsystem: d in (PIOi -sq) -d In (Px) =(Ci - a) + I dIn O1+ q
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'Standard Errors In Parentheses
Inst. 1: Price of Oil. National Defense Spending, Party In Power
Inst. 2: Aggregate Output
Inst. 3: Unanticipated Money
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Table 3: Individual Industry Estimates of the Changes in Cost asa Function of Output























































































































































































































*Standard Errors In Parentheses
-Sectoral Index numbers, from 7 to 27, refer to the 35-sector Jorgenson data set. These differ from
standard SIC only In the separation of Motor Vehicles (24) from Other Transport Equipment (25).
Inst. 1: Price of Oil, National Defense Spending, Party In Power
Inst. 2: Aggregate Output
Inst. 3: Unanticipated Money
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Table 4: Effects of Three-Year Changes in Output on Three-Year Changes In Costs
Estimated system: (1-L
3) In(PiQi - iq) - (1-L3 ) In (Px,i) = (q - at) + y (1-L3) In Qi+ q
Table 6: Positive Extemal Effects Distinguished from Tight Market Effects














































Table5: Extemal Effects of Aggregate Output on Costs























*Standard Errors In Parentheses
Inst. 1: Price of Oil, National Defense Spending, Party In Power
Inst. 2: Aggregate Output
inst. 3: Unanticipated Money
*Standard Errors In Parentheses
Inst. 1: Price of Oil, National Defense Spending, Party in Power
inst. 2: Aggregate Output
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